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DESCRIPTION

The Journal of Ayurveda and Integrative Medicine (J-AIM) is internationally circulated open access official publication of World Ayurveda Foundation and Trans-Disciplinary University, Bengaluru. As a trans-disciplinary platform for integrative health sciences, J-AIM aims to explore the relationships between Ayurveda, traditional medicine, biomedicine and other contemporary health sciences, encouraging meaningful collaboration to promote effective, safe and affordable global health.

J-AIM encourages collaboration and communications between professional, academic and scientific communities. It publishes critical aspects of intellectual and scientific communication focused on Ayurveda, traditional medicine and biomedicine to facilitate integrative approaches to global healthcare.

Articles explaining and exploring principles of Ayurveda and traditional medicine; theoretical, experimental, and clinical research; evidence based clinical practice promoting trans-disciplinary research culture and mainstreaming traditional medicine using advances in biomedicine, basic sciences and technology as well as articles envisioning future scope, research areas and priorities will be considered.

J-AIM also encourages articles investigating biological effects of traditional medicines, pharmacological and physiological interventions. It welcomes research that endeavors to design and development of new protocols, reporting standards, processes, methods, pharmaceutics, quality control, instruments, clinical practice and translation into healthcare systems.

J-AIM Editorial Board and reviewers comprise expert academicians, researchers and clinicians who help for capacity and competency building in scientific writing. Effective and user friendly manuscript processing system of the journal facilitate review process for timely decisions and publications. The journal is a member of reputed international bodies like World Association of Medical Editors, Indian Association of Medical Journal Editors, and Committee of Publication Ethics (COPE). J-AIM is indexed in PubMed and Scopus among many other.
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GUIDE FOR AUTHORS

Types of paper
Contributions falling into the following categories will be considered for publication:
Editorial, Opinion Paper (Thought Leadership Article), Full Length Article (Original Research Article (Experimental), Original Research Article (Clinical), General Article, Pedagogy), Case Report (Case series), Short Communication, Review Article, Short Review, Discussion (Discussion Kernel, Commentary), Feature Article (Life Profiles, Vignette, Initiatives, Review of landmark articles), Correspondence (Letters), Product Review, Book Review, Practice Guidelines, and E-Publication (News and comments, Future events, Conference Report)

Editorial
Editorials: Editorials are written by the Editorial Board member or by Guest Editorials special invited by the Editor-in-chief. Restrict manuscript to about 1500 words and about 15 references.

Opinion Paper
Thought Leadership Article: Please restrict non-structured abstract to 250 words and manuscript to about 2000 words (excluding about 20 references)

Full Length Article
Original Research Article (Experimental): Please restrict the structured abstract to 250 words (background, objectives, material and methods, results, conclusions) and the manuscript to about 5000 words (excluding about 70 references) and 8 non-text items. Experimental Research articles report authors' original (other than clinical) research of a more technical and specialized nature. They may include studies meant for standardization of raw drugs and finished formulations, toxicity and efficacy studies, studies exploring significance of Ayurvedic pharmaceutical processes. Studies involving integrative methods/techniques for standardization of drugs and diagnosis of diseases based on Ayurvedic classical guidelines will be appreciated. Authors should mention details of authentication of raw drugs and finished formulations used, animal ethics committee clearance (if applicable) and guidelines followed for the study. For all biochemical/laboratory procedures, either provide sufficient details or a reference for the relevant details. Provide name and address of the manufacturer for trade names or commercial products. Please follow ARRIVE guidelines for reporting in-vivo research (https://www.nc3rs.org.uk/arrive-guidelines).

Original Research Article (Clinical): This section reports clinical research, within the scope of J-AIM. Clinical studies may include clinical trials, cross sectional studies, case control and cohort studies.

Restrict the structured abstract to 250 words and the manuscript to about 5000 words (excluding about 70 references) and 8 non-text items. Each manuscript should clearly state an objective or hypothesis; the design and methods (including the study setting and dates, patients or participants with inclusion and exclusion criteria, or data sources, and how these were selected for the study). Authors should include the essential features of interventions; the outcome measures; the results of the study; a discussion section placing the results in context with the published literature and addressing study limitations; and the conclusions. Clinical trials (interventional studies) only those are registered with Clinical Trials Registry- India (CTRI) http://www.ctri.nic.in will be considered for publication. The authors need to mention CTRI registration number in covering letter and in the article file. All the randomized controlled trials should be described on the basis of revised CONSORT statement, which is available at http://www.consort-statement.org. Authors need to mention details
about authentication of raw drugs and finished formulations used, ethics committee clearance, informed consents from patients and guidelines followed for the study. Provide name and address of the manufacturer for trade names or commercial products.

**General Article:** General articles report authors' original work of a non-clinical nature, concerning topics, either within the scope of J-AIM and experimental areas, or otherwise relevant to contemporary issues in Ayurveda, and Integrative Medicine. Please restrict non-structured abstract to 250 words and the manuscript to about 3000 words (excluding about 50 references) and 5 non-text items.

**Pedagogy:** Articles by experienced Ayurvedic scholars of relevance to contemporary issues in education, teaching methods and approaches are expected in this section. Articles exploring epistemology, fundamental concepts and principles of Ayurveda, Yoga, Siddha, Unani and Homeopathic medicines for its better understanding, literary studies on historical, sociological and classics influencing current healthcare scenario are appreciated. Restrict the manuscript to about 3000 words (excluding about 40 references) and 5 non-text items. An abstract is not required for a Pedagogy article.

**Case Report**

**Case reports:** Case Studies concern successful application of treatment, adverse events or novel observation of a single case. The cases should be unique, describing a great diagnostic or therapeutic challenge and providing a learning point for the readers. Restrict the manuscript to about 1,500 words (excluding about 20 references), 2 non-text items and include a non-structured abstract of up to 200 words. Please follow CARE Statement available on [http://www.care-statement.org](http://www.care-statement.org) for structuring case reports. Patient's identity should not be revealed from the clinical photographs or CT/USG pictures.

**Case Series:** Case Series are collection of cases with similar exposure and / or outcomes. The case series about application of Ayurveda or Integrative Medicine to a specific pathology and illustrate efficacy of an unusual application of a traditional treatment, hopefully indicating a solution to some contemporary medical problem will be considered for publication. Restrict non-structured abstract to 250 words, manuscript about 3000 words (excluding about 40 references) and 4 non-text items.

**Short Communication**

Short communications may include important preliminary studies and reports. Please provide non-structured abstract to 250 words and restrict the manuscript to about 1,500 words (excluding about 20 references) and 2 non-text items.

**Review Article**

Reviews may cover particular areas of Ayurveda or integrative medicine of relevance to contemporary issues. Review articles written by individuals who have done substantial work on a subject or by experts in the field are appreciated. They should be systematic, state-of-art comprehensive reviews of the subject including author(s) own inputs. A good review article may have author(s) claim / view after going through scientific literature pertaining to a specific area, reasons behind the claim / view, factual evidences discussing the claim / view and finally novel conclusions drawn after interlinking many research findings. The section titles should depend upon the topic reviewed. Authors submitting a review article should include a section describing the methods used for locating, selecting, extracting, and synthesizing data. These methods should also be summarized in the abstract. A review article should not be a mere compilation. The journal expects the contributor to give post-publication updates and advances on the subject of review. The update should be brief and should be sent as a letter to editor, as and when major developments occur in the field. Restrict non-structured abstract to 250 words and manuscript to about 6000 words (excluding about 80 references) and about 8 non-text items.

**Short Review**

A short review is expected up to 2000 words with 20 references and non-structured abstract up to 200 words.

**Discussion**
Discussion Kernel: A short pithy article concerning some issue of wide potential interest, which requires, and is designed to stimulate, further discussion and debate will be considered in this section. Restrict manuscript to about 1500 words (excluding about 20 references), 3 non-text items and non-structured abstract up to 200 words.

Commentary: Commentary is generally solicited from reviewers on very important papers. The limit is 500 words with no abstract.

Feature Article
Life Profile: Life profile of a legendary personality, physician/scientist of today or from the past who has contributed to Ayurveda, traditional medicine and integrative medicine will be considered for publication. The article should be legible, to the point, balanced, without any prejudice or prepossession in mind and telling about the person to the fullest. The number of words spent on personal life should be limited and the article should be more focused towards his/her contribution in the field of Ayurveda or integrative medicine. The article should clearly pick up the qualities of the person which made him an important personality in the field and should illustrate the important scientific/scholarly works, and contribution to philosophy or clinical practice. Use of quality reference material is expected. Abstract is not required and restrict manuscript to about 2000 words (excluding about 20 references).

Vignettes: Vignettes retell incidents in the lives of great Vaidyas/scientist, which encapsulate and illustrate an important point about the philosophy, knowledge or practice of Ayurveda, a related AYUSH system, or integrative medicine. Focused interviews are also considered. Please restrict the manuscript to about 2000 words and 2 Photographs if available. For Vignettes, an abstract is not required.

Initiatives: Initiatives recount the history, philosophy, mission and activities of some important projects, institutions, organizations and associations making contributions to advance Ayurveda or Integrative Medicine healthcare, either locally or globally. Restrict the manuscript to about 3000 words (excluding about 30 references). Abstract is not required. Illustrative pictures and diagrams will be appreciated. Initiatives articles are solicited. The article may include points like focal theme of the initiative, planning and preparations done before implementation, problems faced during establishment of the initiative and how they were solved, current situation, on-going projects / programs, current problems if any, importance of the project / organization to Ayurveda or Integrative Medicine, contribution and response of Ayurveda and Biomedicine fraternities, future plans and directions, expectations from government authorities or stakeholders, appeal for feedback ( if any) and important links.

Review of Landmark Article: Review of Landmark Articles gives deep insights into a scientific paper representing a turning point in the history of any aspect of Ayurveda or Integrative Medicine. Articles will be solicited or commissioned. Please restrict non-structured abstract to 250 words and manuscript up to 3000 words (excluding about 50 references) with 5 non-text items.

Correspondence
Letters: Letters are welcome from all readers on topics and issues pertaining to articles in recent editions of J-AIM, or to the worlds mainly of Ayurveda, other AYUSH systems and traditional medicine or Integrative Medicine. Letters should be brief, concise and to the point. Restrict manuscript to about 1000 words (excluding about 15 references) and 1 non-text items.

Product review: Product review includes brief and evidence based information about any product, devise, instrument or tool useful in clinical practice, research or translation. Restrict the manuscript up to 500 words with maximum two non-text items.

Book reviews: Book reviews can be solicited by J-AIM editorial staff or commissioned ones. Readers are welcome to suggest high quality contemporary or historically important books on Ayurveda for review. Offers to review such books will also be considered. For unsolicited book reviews, the reviewer needs to upload a permission letter from the authors of the book. Please note that in both the cases (solicited or unsolicited book review) publisher / author(s) / reviewer(s) needs to send a copy of the book reviewed or to be reviewed to the Editorial Office at Pune.
The reviewer should highlight who the expected readers are, introduce readers to the book's content (but avoid repeating its table of contents), focus on the subject, its approach and novelty; inform readers about what is happening in the area which the book addresses; what is the state of knowledge in the subject; and how this new book adds, changes or breaks new ground in our knowledge of this subject. If the book is an edited collection of essays, or chapters by different individuals, give some idea of the overall theme and content, but be free to focus on specific chapters you consider particularly significant or worthwhile. A book review may include an introduction to the author(s), including the author's title and place of work and some information stating who the author is; a summary of the intended purpose of the book and its contributions to Ayurveda and integrative medicine; a description of the way the author approaches his or her topic; the rigor of research and scholarship; the logic of the argument and the readability of the prose. If possible, a comparison with earlier or similar books in the field, and an evaluation of the book's merits, usefulness, and special contributions may be included.

Abstract is not required and restrict the manuscript to about 2000 words and a jpeg image of the cover page of the book reviewed should be uploaded separately.

**Practice Guidelines**
Guidelines about clinical practice, research and education about Ayurveda, traditional medicine or Integrative Medicine will be published in this section. Please follow expected guidance for developers of reporting guidelines, available on [http://www.equator-network.org/toolkits/developers](http://www.equator-network.org/toolkits/developers)

Following article types will be published as e-Publication only.

**Conference Report:** Please restrict manuscript up to 1200 words with maximum two non-text items.

**News and comments:** These are written by J-AIM editorial staff. Readers may suggest topics and events for publication pertaining recent activities in the field of Ayurveda and Integrative Medicine. Please contact editor.jaim@gmail.com

**Future events:** These are generally written by J-AIM editorial board members. Please submit requests for particular events to be covered. In this case, suggestions for the person to write the report will also be welcome. Please contact editor.jaim@gmail.com

Authors may use the equator network site for sourcing these guidelines [http://www.equator-network.org](http://www.equator-network.org)

Please ensure that you select the appropriate article type from the list of options when making your submission. Authors contributing to special issues should ensure that they select the special issue article type from this list.

**Article Processing Charge**
Manuscripts submitted from 1st February, 2019 will be required to pay an Article Publication Charge (APC) if their manuscripts are accepted for publication in Journal of Ayurveda and Integrative Medicine (JAIM). This will not affect manuscripts submitted before 1st February, 2019.

The standard Open Access APC is set at US$3000 per article; however, JAIM is offering various discounted APC's (excluding taxes) as below. Authors will not be limited by the number of pages, number of figures, or colour figures.

Open Access Fee will be US$80 per article for individual contributors from low and middle-income countries as per World Bank 2018 classification. For avoidance of doubt, these countries are defined in the World Bank List of Low and Middle-Income Countries, 2018 set forth. For individual members of Transdisciplinary University, Bangalore and World Ayurveda Foundation, Open Access Fee is US$40 per article. For all individual contributors not covered by the above two criteria, Open Access Fee is US$1800 per article.

**World Bank List of Low and Middle-Income Countries, 2018**
- AFGHANISTAN
- ALBANIA
- ALGERIA
- AMERICAN SAMOA
- ANGOLA
- ARGENTINA
- ARMENIA
- AZERBAIJAN
- BANGLADESH
- BELARUS
- BELIZE
- BENIN
- BHUTAN
- BOLIVIA
- BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
- BOTSWANA
- BRAZIL
- BULGARIA
- BURKINA FASO
- BURUNDI
- CABO VERDE
- CAPE VERDE
- CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
- CHAD
- CHILE
- CHINA
- COLOMBIA
- CONGO
- COSTA RICA
- CUBA
- CYPRUS
- DOMINICA
- DOMINican REPUBLIC
- ECUADOR
- EGYPT
- EL SALVADOR
- EQUATORIAL GUINEA
- Eritrea
- ETHIOPIA
- FSM
- GABON
- Gambia
- GRENADA
- GUADELOUPE
- GUAM
- GUATEMALA
- GUINEA
- GUINE-BISSAU
- GUYANA
- HAITI
- HONDURAS
- HUNGARY
- ICELAND
- INDIA
- INDONESIA
- IRAN
- IRAQ
- IRAQI KURDISTAN
- ISRAEL
- ITALY
- IVORY COAST
- JAPAN
- JORDAN
- KENYA
- KIRIBATI
- KOSOVO
- KUWAIT
- LAOS
- LATVIA
- LEBANON
- LESOTHO
- LIBERIA
- LIBYA
- LUXEMBOURG
- MACAU
- MADAGASCAR
- MALAWI
- MALAYSIA
- MALI
- MANDER
- MONGOLIA
- MONACO
- MONTENEGRO
- MOROCCO
- MOLDOVA
- MOZAMBIQUE
- MÜST"
- MYANMAR
- NAMIBIA
- NAURU
- NEPAL
- NEW ZEALAND
- NICARAGUA
- NIGER
- NIGERIA
- NORTHERN MARIANAS
- NORWAY
- OMAN
- PAPUA NEW GUINEA
- PARAGUAY
- PARIS
- PAKISTAN
- PAPUA NEW GUINEA
- PLODIA
- PORTUGAL
- hippopotamus
- QATAR
- ROMANIA
- RUSSIA
- RWANDA
- SAUDI ARABIA
- SENEGAL
- SERBIA
- SINGAPORE
- SLOVAKIA
- SLOVENIA
- SOMALIA
- SOUTH SUDAN
- SPAIN
- SRI LANKA
- SUDAN
- SURINAM
- SVALBARD AND JAN MAYEN
- SWAZILAND
- SWEDEN
- SWITZERLAND
- SYRIA
- TANZANIA
- THAILAND
- TOGO
- TONGA
- TRISTAN DA CUNHA
- TUNISIA
- TURKEY
- TURKMENISTAN
- TUNISIA
- TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS
- TWNION
- UAE
- UKRAINE
- URUGUAY
- US
- UGANDA
- URBANIA
- UAE
- UKRAINE
- URUGUAY
- US
- UGANDA
- URBANIA
- UAE
- UKRAINE
- URUGUAY
- US
- UGANDA
- URBANIA
- UAE
- UKRAINE
- URUGUAY
- US
- UGANDA
- URBANIA
- UAE
- UKRAINE
- URUGUAY
- US
- UGANDA
- URBANIA
- UAE
- UKRAINE
- URUGUAY
- US
- UGANDA
- URBANIA
- UAE
- UKRAINE
- URUGUAY
- US
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Submission checklist
You can use this list to carry out a final check of your submission before you send it to the journal for review. Please check the relevant section in this Guide for Authors for more details.

Ensure that the following items are present:

One author has been designated as the corresponding author with contact details:
• E-mail address
• Full postal address

All necessary files have been uploaded:
Manuscript:
• Include keywords
• All figures (include relevant captions)
• All tables (including titles, description, footnotes)
• Ensure all figure and table citations in the text match the files provided
• Indicate clearly if color should be used for any figures in print

Graphical Abstracts / Highlights files (where applicable)
Supplemental files (where applicable)

Further considerations
• Manuscript has been 'spell checked' and 'grammar checked'
• All references mentioned in the Reference List are cited in the text, and vice versa
• Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources (including the Internet)
• A competing interests statement is provided, even if the authors have no competing interests to declare
• Journal policies detailed in this guide have been reviewed
• Referee suggestions and contact details provided, based on journal requirements

For further information, visit our Support Center.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Ethics in publishing
Please see our information pages on Ethics in publishing and Ethical guidelines for journal publication.

Declaration of interest
All authors must disclose any financial and personal relationships with other people or organizations that could inappropriately influence (bias) their work. Examples of potential competing interests include employment, consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria, paid expert testimony, patent applications/registrations, and grants or other funding. Authors must disclose any interests in two places: 1. A summary declaration of interest statement in the title page file (if double-blind) or the manuscript file (if single-blind). If there are no interests to declare then please state this: 'Declarations
of interest: none'. This summary statement will be ultimately published if the article is accepted.

2. Detailed disclosures as part of a separate Declaration of Interest form, which forms part of the journal's official records. It is important for potential interests to be declared in both places and that the information matches. More information.

**Submission declaration and verification**

Submission of an article implies that the work described has not been published previously (except in the form of an abstract, a published lecture or academic thesis, see 'Multiple, redundant or concurrent publication' for more information), that it is not under consideration for publication elsewhere, that its publication is approved by all authors and tacitly or explicitly by the responsible authorities where the work was carried out, and that, if accepted, it will not be published elsewhere in the same form, in English or in any other language, including electronically without the written consent of the copyright-holder. To verify originality, your article may be checked by the originality detection service Crossref Similarity Check.

**Use of inclusive language**

Inclusive language acknowledges diversity, conveys respect to all people, is sensitive to differences, and promotes equal opportunities. Articles should make no assumptions about the beliefs or commitments of any reader, should contain nothing which might imply that one individual is superior to another on the grounds of race, sex, culture or any other characteristic, and should use inclusive language throughout. Authors should ensure that writing is free from bias, for instance by using 'he or she', 'his/her' instead of 'he' or 'his', and by making use of job titles that are free of stereotyping (e.g. 'chairperson' instead of 'chairman' and 'flight attendant' instead of 'stewardess').

**Changes to authorship**

Authors are expected to consider carefully the list and order of authors before submitting their manuscript and provide the definitive list of authors at the time of the original submission. Any addition, deletion or rearrangement of author names in the authorship list should be made only before the manuscript has been accepted and only if approved by the journal Editor. To request such a change, the Editor must receive the following from the corresponding author: (a) the reason for the change in author list and (b) written confirmation (e-mail, letter) from all authors that they agree with the addition, removal or rearrangement. In the case of addition or removal of authors, this includes confirmation from the author being added or removed.

Only in exceptional circumstances will the Editor consider the addition, deletion or rearrangement of authors after the manuscript has been accepted. While the Editor considers the request, publication of the manuscript will be suspended. If the manuscript has already been published in an online issue, any requests approved by the Editor will result in a corrigendum.

**Copyright**

The authors need to upload a scanned copy of the 'consolidated copyright form' duly undersigned by all the contributors at the time of submission. Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete a 'Journal Publishing Agreement'. Acceptance of the agreement will ensure the widest possible dissemination of information. An e-mail will be sent to the corresponding author confirming receipt of the manuscript together with a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' form or a link to the online version of this agreement.

Permission of the society is required for resale or distribution outside the institution and for all other derivative works, including compilations and translations. If excerpts from other copyrighted works are included, the author(s) must obtain written permission from the copyright owners and credit the source(s) in the article.

**Elsevier supports responsible sharing**

Find out how you can share your research published in Elsevier journals.

**Role of the funding source**

You are requested to identify who provided financial support for the conduct of the research and/or preparation of the article and to briefly describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study design; in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to submit the article for publication. If the funding source(s) had no such involvement then this should be stated.
Funding body agreements and policies
Elsevier has established a number of agreements with funding bodies which allow authors to comply with their funder's open access policies. Some funding bodies will reimburse the author for the gold open access publication fee. Details of existing agreements are available online.

Elsevier Researcher Academy
Researcher Academy is a free e-learning platform designed to support early and mid-career researchers throughout their research journey. The "Learn" environment at Researcher Academy offers several interactive modules, webinars, downloadable guides and resources to guide you through the process of writing for research and going through peer review. Feel free to use these free resources to improve your submission and navigate the publication process with ease.

Language (usage and editing services)
Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a mixture of these). Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English may wish to use the English Language Editing service available from Elsevier's WebShop.

Submission
Submission to this journal proceeds totally online. Use the following guidelines to prepare your article. Via the homepage of this journal EVISE you will be guided stepwise through the creation and uploading of the various files. The system automatically converts source files to a single Adobe Acrobat PDF version of the article, which is used in the peer-review process. Please note that even though manuscript source files are converted to PDF at submission for the review process, these source files are needed for further processing after acceptance. All correspondence, including notification of the Editor's decision and requests for revision, takes place by e-mail and via the author's homepage, removing the need for a hard-copy paper trail. If you are unable to provide an electronic version, please contact the editorial office prior to submission, please e-mail: editor@gmail.com
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